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This betting system looks at horses that start at a shorter price than they were forecast at in the 

morning paper. 

The best paper to use is the Racing Post which if you do not get yourself, then you can of course use 

the online website where currently, the betting forecasts for each race are free after 9am. 

All you do is look for a horse that is considerably lower in odds than it was predicted to be in the 

paper. 

The main reason behind this is that a lot of inside money slowly trickles in during the morning and 

Bookmakers are alerted to this, therefore the prices will constrict. The clever money is being placed 

around the country and the patterns become apparent in the big betting chains who then exercise 

control at the tracks. 

You can work to the table below for great success, so follow the tables closely. 

You will start to back horses that you would not normally have considered, many who look out of 

form or with no obvious chance. 

You should wait for the latest opportunity to place the bet to ensure the rules have been followed 

and you can follow the staking that is suggested or use your own rules for this. 

Paper Forecast Price Price at the off, or less. Suggested staking 

   

33/1 16/1 3 points each way 

25/1 16/1  

20/1 14/1  

16/1 10/1  

14/1 8/1  

12/1 7/1  

   

10/1 6/1 5 points win or 

9/1 5/1  

8/1 9/2  

7/1 4/1  

13/2 4/1  

6/1 7/2  

11/2 7/2  

5/1 3/1  

9/2 5/2  

4/1 9/4  

7/2 9/4  

   

10/3 2/1 Just 3 points win 

3/1 7/4 Ignore if you do not like  

11/4 7/4 Betting short prices 

5/2 13/8  

9/4 5/4  

2/1 5/4  
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Thanks, and here is to your success. 
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